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A highly tuneable inverse emulsion polymerization
for the synthesis of stimuli-responsive
nanoparticles for biomedical applications

Andrew C. Murphy,†a,b Heidi F. Oldenkamp†a,b and Nicholas A. Peppas *a,b,c,d,e

Polymeric nanomaterials have seen widespread use in biomedical applications as they are highly tuneable

to achieve the desired stimuli-responsiveness, targeting, biocompatibility, and degradation needed for

fields such as drug delivery and biosensing. However, adjustments to composition and the introduction of

new monomers often necessitate reoptimization of the polymer synthesis to achieve the target para-

meters. In this study, we explored the use of inverse emulsion polymerization to prepare a library of poly-

meric nanoparticles with variations in pH and temperature response and examined the impact of overall

batch volume and the volume of the aqueous phase on nanoparticle size and composition. We were able

to prepare copolymeric nanoparticles using three different nonionic and three different anionic comonomers.

Varying the non-ionizable comonomers, acrylamide (AAm), 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate, and

N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAM), was found to alter the mass percentage of methacrylic acid (MAA) incorpor-

ated (from 26.7 ± 3.5 to 45.8 ± 1.8 mass%), the critical swelling pH (from 5.687 ± 0.194 to 6.637 ± 0.318), and

the volume swelling ratio (from 1.389 ± 0.064 to 2.148 ± 0.037). Additionally, the use of NIPAM was found to

allow for temperature-responsive behavior. Varying the ionizable comonomers, MAA, itaconic acid, and

2-acrylamido-2-methylpropane sulfonic acid (AMPSA), was found to significantly alter the critical swelling pH

and, in the case of AMPSA, remove the pH-responsive behavior entirely. Finally, we found that for the base

P(AAm-co-MAA) formulation, the pH-responsive swelling behavior was independent of the scale of the reac-

tion; however, variations in the aqueous volume relative to the volume of the continuous phase significantly

affected both the nanoparticle size and the critical swelling pH.

Introduction

Polymer nanoparticles are an important class of materials with
wide-ranging applications in biomedicine. Applications
include drug delivery, regenerative medicine, and
biosensing.1–5 Hydrogel nanoparticles, or nanogels, are
especially desirable due to their highly tuneable properties
such as size, chemical composition, surface functionality, and
environmental responsiveness.6 For the controlled release of
drugs, the drug cargo can be loaded into or onto the particle
in various ways, such as entrapment, encapsulation, or attach-

ment.7 Specifically, nanoparticles with a diameter less than
200 nm are desirable due to the enhanced permeation and
retention (EPR) effect, which is especially relevant in drug
delivery for cancer treatment due to the increased particle resi-
dence time in solid tumors, which can be attributed to their
unique vasculature.8 These nanoparticles can be surface-modi-
fied, such as with PEG grafts, to camouflage them and avoid
rapid clearance by the mononuclear phagocytic system after
injection into the body.9 Applications in regenerative medicine
include the fabrication of nanocomposite hydrogels, in which
polymeric nanoparticles can be embedded within a bulk
matrix or scaffold, such as a natural hydrogel, for the delivery
of agents such as growth factors in tissue engineering.10 In the
field of biosensing, polymeric nanoparticles can be incorpor-
ated into devices which show potential for the detection of a
wide variety of molecules, which could contribute to disease
diagnosis, environmental monitoring, and improved food
safety.11

One common method used to synthesize uniform nanogels
is emulsion polymerization, in which hydrophobic monomer
droplets are suspended in a continuous aqueous phase and
stabilized by surfactant(s).12–15 This method is useful for the†These authors contributed equally.
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encapsulation of hydrophobic cargos but presents a challenge
if it is desired to load a hydrophilic compound due to parti-
tioning of the nanogels in the organic phase.16 As shown in
Fig. 1, inverse emulsion polymerization utilizes a water-in-oil
approach in which the water-soluble monomers and cross-
linker are dissolved in the aqueous phase and then suspended
in a continuous organic phase and stabilized by surfactants to
form a nanoemulsion.17–19 This technique is useful for the
encapsulation of hydrophilic compounds such as
proteins.20–23 It has also been demonstrated that it is possible
to incorporate environmentally-responsive crosslinkers within
inverse emulsion-synthesized nanogels, which allows them to
degrade under desired conditions to release a payload.20–22

Recent work in our lab explored the inverse emulsion polymer-
ization of poly(acrylamide-co-methacrylic acid) (P(AAm-co-
MAA)) nanogels and found the method to be a robust strategy
for the preparation of pH-responsive nanoparticles for bio-
medical applications with the ability to reproducibly tune the
size of the nanoparticles through manipulation of the reaction
conditions.24 However, additional questions remain regarding
the scalability of the polymerization, the degree to which nano-
particle composition is influenced by reaction conditions, and
the accessibility of inverse emulsion polymerization to other
biomedically-relevant polymers.

We hypothesized that the inverse emulsion polymerization
technique used to synthesize tuneable P(AAm-co-MAA) nano-
particles demonstrated in Zhong et al. could be translated to
other water-soluble comonomers without compromising the
micelle stability and resulting nanoparticles. Specifically, we
were interested in changing the identity of the non-ionizable
and ionizable monomers (i.e. change acrylamide (AAm) to
N-isopropyl acrylamide (NIPAM) or 2-hydroxyethyl methacry-
late (HEMA) or swap methacrylic acid (MAA) for itaconic acid
(IA) or 2-acrylamido-2-methylpropane sulfonic acid (AMPSA)).
By changing the monomers used, we hypothesized that not
only the hydrodynamic diameter, but also the pH- and temp-
erature-responsive behavior could be altered within a single
synthetic platform.

Additionally, we wanted to determine the effect of changing
the overall batch size or aqueous phase volume used during
particle synthesis on the chemical composition and pH-
responsive behavior of the P(AAm-co-MAA) nanoparticles.
Zhong et al. evaluated the impact of many polymerization
parameters on the composition and behavior of the P(AAm-co-
MAA) nanogels, including but not limited to comonomer ratio,
total monomer concentration, crosslinking density, and surfac-
tant concentration, but the effect of the batch size and
aqueous phase volume were not evaluated. We were interested
in exploring whether this platform could be scaled to varying
batch sizes without negatively impacting the nanogel pro-
perties, which could potentially be useful for scale-up to indus-
trial production. We believe that inverse emulsion polymeriz-
ation is a useful synthesis technique that can be used to create
a wide range of particles for varying biomedical applications.

Experimental
Materials and methods

Materials, instrumentation, and analysis. All reagents were
purchased from Fisher Scientific, Sigma Aldrich, or Argos
Organics and used as received. A Thermo Scientific Barnstead
GenPure purification system (18.2 MΩ) was used to obtain
ultrapure water. Potentiometric titrations of nanoparticle sus-
pensions were performed using a Hanna Instruments HI 902
potentiometric titrator. Fourier-Transform Infrared (FTIR)
spectra were collected using a Thermo Scientific Nicolet is10
FT-IR spectrometer. Dynamic light scattering and zeta poten-
tial measurements were obtained with a Malvern ZetaSizer
Nano-ZS equipped with a He–Ne 633 nm laser in a back-scat-
tering arrangement and attached MPT-2 Multi-Purpose
Titrator accessory. Statistical analysis was performed using
Graphpad Prism.

Nanoparticle synthesis. Hydrogel nanoparticles were pre-
pared by inverse emulsion free-radical polymerization using a
method adapted from Zhong et al.24 Briefly, comonomers
(combined concentration 4.868 M, 3 : 1 molar feed ratio of
non-ionizable comonomer to ionizable comonomer for all for-
mulations) and methylenebisacrylamide crosslinker
(202.8 mM) were dissolved in ultrapure water along with N,N,
N′,N′-tetramethylethylenediamine. Exact volumes used are
listed in Table 1. The aqueous solution was placed in a bath
sonicator for 10 minutes to ensure complete dissolution of all
compounds and homogeneity. To comprise the organic phase,
surfactants Brij-30 (151.4 mM) and dioctyl sulfosuccinate
(AOT, 30.3 mM) were added to hexanes and stirred in a round
bottom flask at 500 rpm until dissolved. For the P(AAm-co-IA)
formulations, a 10 : 1 ratio of surfactants (Brij-30 to AOT) was
used due to increased particle stability with a higher ratio of
non-ionic to ionic surfactant, but the total concentration of
surfactants remained the same (total surfactant concentration
181.7 mM, 165.2 mM Brij-30 and 16.5 mM AOT).

A specified volume of the aqueous phase was then added to
the organic phase to form the pre-polymer emulsion. The

Fig. 1 Inverse emulsion polymerization scheme depicting water-
soluble comonomers and crosslinker dissolved in the aqueous phase
and stabilized by surfactants in the continuous organic phase.
Figure adapted with permission from Zhong et al.
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emulsion was purged with nitrogen gas for 20 minutes at 215 mL
per minute to remove free radical scavengers. Then, a specified
volume of initiator solution (100 mg mL−1 ammonium persulfate
in ultrapure water) was added to the pre-polymer emulsion flask
and it was purged with nitrogen for an additional 10 minutes.
Reactions were allowed to polymerize overnight (or for 72 hours
for P(AAm-co-IA) formulations) under constant stirring (500 rpm)
at room temperature.

Nanoparticle purification. At the indicated endpoint, the
P(AAm-co-MAA), P(AAm-co-IA), and P(AAm-co-AMPSA) nano-
particles were purified by mixing with an equivalent volume of
ethanol and centrifuge at 3200g for five minutes. The nano-
particles were resuspended in ethanol, and the process was
repeated three times. The nanoparticles were then dialyzed
against a water/ethanol gradient of 1 : 1 (2 changes), 3 : 1 (2
changes), 7 : 1 (1 change), 15 : 1 (1 change), ultrapure water (4
changes). Dialysis for the P(AAm-co-IA) formulation began with
a 1 : 3 ratio of water to ethanol and then proceeded as
described.

P(NIPAM-co-MAA) and P(HEMA-co-MAA) nanoparticles were
mixed with an equivalent volume of tetrahydrofuran and cen-
trifuged at 3200g for ten minutes one time. The nanoparticles
were resuspended in a 50 : 50 vol% ethanol/water mixture and
immediately dialyzed against the same water/ethanol gradient
as P(AAm-co-MAA). Following dialysis, a portion of the nano-
particle suspension was lyophilized to determine the particle
concentration (mg mL−1) and for further characterization.

Potentiometric titration. For each formulation, the nano-
particles were suspended in 5 mM potassium chloride at
0.167 mg mL−1 (10 mg of nanoparticles in 60 mL of 5 mM pot-
assium chloride). The pH was raised above 10 with 1 N sodium
hydroxide and then titrated down to pH 3.0 with 0.01 N hydro-
chloric acid. The results were compared to a blank of 5 mM
potassium chloride alone that was similarly titrated. The pKa

and acid content were determined by finding the largest
derivative of the curve at the shoulder for the MAA and then
subtracting the moles of acid required to titrate the blank to
the same pH. The resulting number of moles was equivalent
to half the number of moles of MAA in the nanoparticles as
only half of the MAA groups will be protonated when the pH is
equal to the pKa.

Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). Following
dialysis, portions of the nanoparticle suspensions were lyophi-
lized to obtain a dry particle powder, which was used to collect
FTIR spectra from 4000 to 600 cm−1 and the background
absorbance was subtracted. Absorbance spectra are presented
as the average of 64 scans and were normalized to the
maximum absorbance value.

Dynamic light scattering. All formulations were subjected to
autotitration to assess the pH-responsive swelling behavior.
Nanoparticle formulations were diluted to 0.5 mg mL−1 in 1×
PBS and introduced to the titration accessory, which circulates
the sample to the ZetaSizer for DLS analysis. The autotitrator
enables constant stirring of the sample and had the ability to
draw from three titrants: 1 N HCl, 0.1 N HCl, and 0.1 N NaOH.
All samples were initially adjusted to pH 9 ± 0.1 and the titra-
tor gradually decreased the pH until a final pH of 3 was
reached. From pH 9 to 7, size measurements were taken at
increments of 0.3 pH units. From pH 7 to 5, an increment of
0.2 was used in order to more completely capture the swelling
transition of the formulations. From pH 5 to 3, size measure-
ments were taken at intervals of 0.5 pH units. Once a pH of 3
was reached, the titrator returned the sample to pH 9 using
the same increments as when titrating from high to low pH.
For all samples, three independent size measurements were
collected at each pH increment and three identical batches
were tested for each formulation. The curves were then fit to a
nonlinear equation of the form shown in eqn (1) and values
for A, B, C, and D were determined. In this equation, A is the
collapsed diameter of the particles, B is the slope of the swell-
ing transition, C is the critical swelling pH, and D is the
swollen diameter of the particles. The constants were averaged
across the triplicates and the resulting equation was used to
plot the average swelling profile for each formulation. In cases
where aggregation was observed at lower pH, those points were
omitted from the logistical curve fit.

Dh ¼ A� D
1þ exp½BðpH� CÞ� þ D ð1Þ

Select nanoparticle formulations (P(AAm-co-MAA) and
P(NIPAM-co-MAA)) were also subject to DLS measurements

Table 1 Variables chosen for each formulation of nanoparticles synthesized via inverse emulsion polymerization. Variables include the non-ioniz-
able comonomer and ionizable comonomer identities and the aqueous and organic phase volumes. Other considerations, such as round bottom
flask volume, TEMED volume, and APS volume, were scaled according to the organic phase volume

Non-ionizable
comonomer

Ionizable
comonomer

Aqueous phase
volume (mL)

Organic phase hexanes
volume (mL)

Round bottom flask
volume (mL)

TEMED
volume (µL)

APS volume
(µL)

AAm MAA 0.875 30 100 12.5 37.5
AAm MAA 1.75 30 100 25 75
AAm MAA 3.5 30 100 50 150
AAm MAA 0.4375 7.5 25 6.25 18.75
AAm MAA 3.5 60 200 50 150
AAm IA 1.75 30 100 25 75
AAm AMPSA 1.75 30 100 25 75
NIPAM MAA 1.75 30 100 25 75
HEMA MAA 1.75 30 100 25 75
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over a range of temperatures to observe the effect of tempera-
ture on particle swelling behavior. For these experiments, the
nanoparticles were diluted to 0.5 mg mL−1 in 1× PBS and
adjusted to pH 7.4. The sample was placed in a quartz cuvette
inside the ZetaSizer and the temperature of the sample was
increased from 19 to 55 °C in increments of 3 °C and the
nanoparticle size was measured at each step.

Zeta potential measurements were collected using folded
capillary zeta cells. The nanoparticle formulations were diluted
to 2 mg mL−1 in 5 mM sodium phosphate buffer and adjusted
to pH 7.4. Measurements were taken in triplicate, with each
measurement representing an average of >10 runs.

Results and discussion
Nanoparticle chemical composition

Potentiometric titration. The MAA content of the nano-
particles as determined by potentiometric titration is shown in
Table 2. Comparing the impact of changing the batch size on
MAA content for the P(AAm-co-MAA) formulations, the mass
percent of MAA was found to be comparable across all batch
sizes. When examining the effect of changing the aqueous
volume of the emulsion, the MAA mass percent was found to
increase with increasing volume, which may be explained by
differences in the ability of MAA to partition into the hexanes,
although the difference was not significant. For the potentio-
metric titration curves of the three different non-ionizable,
hydrophilic comonomers shown in Fig. 2A, there were signifi-
cant differences observed in the mass percent of MAA between
P(AAm-co-MAA) and both P(HEMA-co-MAA) and P(NIPAM-co-
MAA) as determined by one-way ANOVA (p < 0.0001); however,
the differences in mass percent of the three formulations
trended with the molecular weight of their respective comono-
mers (HEMA 130.14 g mol−1, NIPAM 113.16 g mol−1, AAm
71.08 g mol−1) and were not found to be significant when com-
pared to the initial mass percent of the feed. In all cases the
final mass% of MAA in the nanoparticles exceeded the
amount in the monomer feed. One possibility for the
increased MAA content could be the hydrolysis of the amides
and esters in the hydrophilic comonomers as reported pre-

viously;24 however, the avoidance of strong acid or bases
during the purification process was expected to limit the rate
at which hydrolysis occurs. Another potential possibility is pre-
ferential incorporation of methacrylic acid over the respective
non-ionizable comonomer (AAm, NIPAM, or HEMA).

As shown in Fig. 2B, more apparent differences were
observed in the buffering capacity of the formulations with
different ionizable comonomers in comparison to those with
different non-ionizable comonomers. P(AAm-co-AMPSA)
showed little deviation from 5 mM potassium chloride while
P(AAm-co-IA) had more acid content than P(AAm-co-MAA) and
thus required a larger volume of titrant to overcome its
buffering capacity; however, neither formulation displayed a
prominent shoulder that could be used to determine pKa and
acid content. In the case of P(AAm-co-AMPSA), the sulfonic
acid likely remained ionized at pH 3 so no shoulder was
observed over the measured range. As IA has two ionizable
groups per unit with similar pKa values, the protonation of the
two groups overlapped and obscured the individual tran-
sitions. As a result, it was not possible to calculate precise acid
content for P(AAm-co-IA) using the same method as was used
for MAA, but the greater HCl volume needed for the titration
compared to P(AAm-co-MAA) is indicative of a greater total
acid content.

FTIR. Using FTIR, the expected chemical composition of the
nanoparticle formulations was confirmed. Spectra of each of
the formulations synthesized using 1.75 mL aqueous phase
and 30 mL hexanes in the organic phase are shown in Fig. 3.
Only the region from 1800–600 cm−1 is shown because there
were no noteworthy differences in the spectra from
4000–1800 cm−1. For the P(AAm-co-MAA) formulation, the
spectrum closely matches that described by Zhong et al. when
purified using the same method described here (precipitation

Table 2 Calculated MAA content of the nanoparticle formulations
based on potentiometric titrations

Formulation name
(volume aqueous phase
(mL)/volume hexanes in
organic phase (mL))

Measured MAA
mass% (mean ±
SD)

Ratio of measured
MAA mass% to feed
MAA mass % (mean ±
SD)

P(AAm-co-MAA) 0.875/30 41.0 ± 4.2 1.548 ± 0.158
P(AAm-co-MAA) 1.75/30 45.8 ± 1.2 1.730 ± 0.046
P(AAm-co-MAA) 3.5/30 50.3 ± 5.7 1.899 ± 0.215
P(AAm-co-MAA) 0.4375/
7.5

45.5 ± 2.5 1.717 ± 0.093

P(AAm-co-MAA) 3.5/60 46.0 ± 1.7 1.737 ± 0.066
P(NIPAM-co-MAA) 1.75/30 31.6 ± 1.1 1.656 ± 0.056
P(HEMA-co-MAA) 1.75/30 26.7 ± 3.5 1.560 ± 0.202

Fig. 2 Potentiometric titration curves of representative samples of the
formulations with varying (A) non-ionizable hydrophilic and (B) ionizable
comonomers.
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in ethanol and dialysis against a water : ethanol gradient). The
most prominent peak is found at 1654 cm−1, which is indica-
tive of the stretching of the acrylamide carbonyl groups. The
shoulder around 1610 cm−1 and smaller peak at 1440 cm−1 is
indicative of carbonyl stretching in deprotonated carboxylates.
The spectrum for P(AAm-co-IA) is similar to that of P(AAm-co-
MAA), with the main differences being the addition of a
shoulder on the carbonyl peak around 1710 cm−1 (which can
be attributed to the increased presence of carboxylic acid
groups in comparison to MAA) and a small peak at 1190 cm−1

(C–O). The strong acrylamide peak demonstrated in P(AAm-co-
MAA) and carboxylate anion peaks are also present in the
spectra for P(AAm-co-IA). P(AAm-co-AMPSA) nanoparticles also
resulted in a spectrum with a strong acrylamide peak around
1663 cm−1. The peak at 1040 cm−1 and collection of peaks
from 1140–1240 cm−1 are indicative of the sulfonic acid group
on AMPSA. The peak at 625 cm−1 can be attributed to S-OR
species. For the P(NIPAM-co-MAA) formulation, we observed a
peak at 1705 cm−1, which is indicative of the carboxylic acid
group on MAA and a series of 3 successively smaller peaks at
1635, 1530, and 1455 cm−1, which are characteristic of NIPAM.
Finally, for P(HEMA-co-MAA), we observed a strong CvO peak
around 1710 cm−1 and C–O–C peaks indicative of HEMA
between 1300–1000 cm−1. There were no differences in the
FTIR spectra for identical batches (synthesized in triplicate)
and all synthesized formulations of P(AAm-co-MAA) resulted in
identical FTIR spectra despite the differing aqueous phase and
overall batch volumes.

Stimuli-responsive swelling behavior of the nanoparticles

Impact of comonomer on pH-dependent and temperature-
responsive swelling behavior. The average swelling profile for
each of the different comonomer formulations is shown in
Fig. 4. These curves were then used to calculate the volume
swelling ratios for the formulations, which are shown in Fig. 5.
Looking first at the impact of the choice of non-ionizable
hydrophilic comonomer, P(AAm-co-MAA) showed the greatest
volume swelling ratio followed by P(NIPAM-co-MAA) and then
P(HEMA-co-MAA), although these differences were not signifi-
cant and trended with the hydrodynamic diameter of the
swollen nanoparticle (Fig. 4A), which was largest for P(AAm-co-

MAA). In the case of both P(HEMA-co-MAA) and P(NIPAM-co-
MAA), aggregation was observed as the pH approached the pKa

of MAA that led to an increase in the measured hydrodynamic
diameter, and these points were omitted from the fit to the
data. The critical swelling pH and maximum volume swelling
ratio are reported in Table 3. For these three formulations, the
critical swelling pH ranged from 5.69 ± 0.19 for P(HEMA-co-
MAA) to 6.64 ± 0.32 for P(NIPAM-co-MAA), but these values
were not significantly different as determined by one-way
ANOVA.

Comparing the effect of different ionizable comonomers
(Fig. 4B), P(AAm-co-AMPSA) most notably did not show any
swelling or collapse over the tested pH range, which was due
to the sulfonic acid remaining fully ionized over the measured
range, and so it was excluded from further analysis. Similar to
P(NIPAM-co-MAA) and P(HEMA-co-MAA), P(AAm-co-IA) exhibi-
ted aggregation as it approached the pKa values of the car-
boxylic acid groups in IA; however, unlike the other formu-
lations, the aggregation occurred before the nanoparticles had
reached their fully collapsed diameter.

Fig. 3 FTIR spectra obtained from polymer nanoparticles synthesized
using inverse emulsion polymerization and normalized to each spec-
trum’s largest peak. Characteristic peaks confirm the expected chemical
composition.

Fig. 4 Average swelling profile for each of the different comonomer
formulations of (A) non-ionizable hydrophilic and (B) ionizable
comonomers.

Fig. 5 Volume swelling ratio as a function of pH for all comonomer
formulations.
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For the purposes of comparison, the smallest hydrodyn-
amic diameter of the nanoparticles prior to aggregation was
used to calculate the volume swelling ratio, although this
resulted in the collapsed volume swelling ratio predicted from
the data fit to be below 1. For the determined volume swelling
ratio at the fully swollen condition, P(AAm-co-IA) had the
second greatest volume swelling ratio, although this was found
to not be significantly different from any of the other formu-
lations. P(AAm-co-IA) also had the largest swollen hydrodyn-
amic diameter of the tested comonomer formulations.
However, P(AAm-co-IA) was found to have a significantly lower
critical swelling pH than P(AAm-co-MAA), P(NIPAM-co-MAA),
and P(HEMA-co-MAA) as determined by one-way ANOVA. One
possible explanation for this is that the greater density of car-
boxylic acid groups and broader pH range over which protona-
tion occurs increased electrostatic repulsion and enabled the
P(AAm-co-MAA) nanoparticles to remain swollen until lower
pH values than those with MAA. From these findings, altering
the choice of comonomer can be used to adjust the stability
and critical swelling pH of the nanoparticles to suit the
demands of a particular application.

Additionally, NIPAM has been studied for its ability to form
temperature-responsive polymers, which have many appli-
cations in drug delivery and regenerative medicine. In order to
examine the impact of inverse emulsion polymerization on the
temperature responsiveness of P(NIPAM-co-MAA) nano-
particles, the hydrodynamic diameter as a function of tempera-
ture was measured for P(NIPAM-co-MAA) and P(AAm-co-MAA)
nanoparticles (Fig. 6). Across the measured temperature range,
P(NIPAM-co-MAA) exhibits a significant decrease in hydrodyn-

amic diameter (p = 0.033), which is not observed in P(AAm-co-
MAA). This data confirms that the inverse emulsion polymeriz-
ation does not negatively affect the temperature-responsive
properties of the nanogels containing NIPAM.

Impact of overall batch volume on pH-dependent swelling
behavior. The overall batch volume while synthesizing P(AAm-
co-MAA) nanoparticles had little impact on the nanoparticle
diameter and swelling behavior. As shown in Fig. 7A, the
hydrodynamic diameter of the nanoparticles ranged from
approximately 55 nm in the collapsed state to 65–70 nm in the
swollen state for all three variations in batch size that were
measured (0.4375 mL/7.5 mL, 1.75 mL/30 mL, and 3.5 mL/
60 mL). When fit to a logistic curve, the critical swelling pH of
each formulation could be determined and these values are
shown in Table 4. As determined with a one-way ANOVA and
Tukey’s multiple comparisons test, there was no significant
difference in critical swelling pH between the three batch sizes
that were evaluated. When the volume swelling ratio of these
formulations was calculated, there was even less of a difference
in the logistical fit curves as a function of pH (Fig. 7B). There
was also no significant difference in the maximum volume
swelling ratio for each of these three formulations. This
demonstrates that this synthesis scheme could easily be scaled
up for larger scale manufacturing purposes without signifi-
cantly changing the swelling behavior of the particles.

Impact of aqueous phase volume on pH-dependent swelling
behavior. When the aqueous phase volume was varied
(0.875 mL, 1.75 mL, and 3.5 mL) while keeping the volume of
hexanes in the organic phase constant (30 mL), more variation

Table 3 Critical swelling pH and maximum volume swelling ratio for all
formulations with varying comonomer composition determined using
logistic fit curves

Formulation
Critical swelling
pH (mean ± SEM)

Maximum volume
swelling ratio
(mean ± SD)

P(AAm-co-MAA) 6.329 ± 0.058 2.148 ± 0.037
P(NIPAM-co-MAA) 6.637 ± 0.318 1.693 ± 0.378
P(HEMA-co-MAA) 5.678 ± 0.194 1.389 ± 0.064
P(AAm-co-IA) 3.604 ± 0.597 2.068 ± 0.444
P(AAm-co-AMPSA) N/A 1.048 ± 0.008

Fig. 7 Average logistic regression curves for P(AAm-co-MAA) nano-
particle swelling behavior plotted as (A) hydrodynamic diameter and (B)
volume swelling ratio as a function of pH when changing the overall
batch volume used for synthesis. Each curve is the logistic regression fit
of 3–4 independent swelling curves for each formulation. Values in the
legend are reported as “aqueous phase volume/organic phase hexanes
volume” (both in mL).

Fig. 6 Temperature swelling curve of P(AAm-co-MAA) and P(NIPAM-
co-MAA) nanoparticle formulations.
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in the swelling behavior of the particles were observed. The
formulations synthesized with the smallest aqueous phase
volume swelled from a hydrodynamic diameter of approxi-
mately 35 nm at pH 3 to 45 nm at pH 9. In comparison, the
particles synthesized with 3.5 mL of aqueous phase had a
hydrodynamic diameter of approximately 95 nm when col-
lapsed and 115 nm in the swollen state. The diameter of the
particles synthesized with an intermediate volume of aqueous
phase (1.75 mL) fell between those formulations, as shown in
Fig. 8A. The varying particle diameter can be attributed to the
number of surfactant molecules available to form micelles in
the nanoemulsion when the aqueous phase is added to the
organic phase. When a smaller volume of aqueous phase is
used in synthesis, there is a proportionally higher number of
surfactant molecules that stabilize the aqueous droplets,
causing the resulting polymer nanoparticles to be smaller. The
inverse is true for the particles synthesized with 3.5 mL of
aqueous phase. This increased volume while maintaining
identical organic phase properties means that there are pro-

portionally less surfactant molecules able to stabilize the
aqueous phase droplets via micelle formation, which results in
larger nanoparticles.

The mean critical swelling pH of the formulations syn-
thesized with the smallest volume of aqueous phase solution
was significantly lower than the other two aqueous phase
volumes evaluated (as determined by a one-way ANOVA and
Tukey’s multiple comparisons test) and these values are shown
in Table 5. Similarly to comparing the formulations syn-
thesized with varying overall batch size, we plotted volume
swelling ratio as a function of pH (Fig. 8B), which clearly
shows the lower critical swelling pH for the formulation syn-
thesized with the smallest aqueous phase volume. While this
plot demonstrates a larger maximum volume swelling ratio for
the intermediate aqueous phase volume, this difference was
determined to not be statistically significant.

Table 4 Critical swelling pH and maximum volume swelling ratio for
P(AAm-co-MAA) nanoparticles synthesized with varying overall batch
sizes (n = 3–4 for each formulation, no significant differences in either
parameter between formulations)

Aqueous
phase volume
(mL)

Organic phase
hexanes
volume (mL)

Critical
swelling pH
(mean ± SEM)

Maximum volume
swelling ratio
(mean ± SD)

0.4375 7.5 6.353 ± 0.080 2.182 ± 0.217
1.75 30 6.329 ± 0.058 2.148 ± 0.037
3.5 60 6.189 ± 0.086 2.140 ± 0.032

Fig. 8 Average logistic regression curves for P(AAm-co-MAA) nano-
particle swelling behavior plotted as (A) hydrodynamic diameter and (B)
volume swelling ratio as a function of pH when changing the aqueous
phase volume used for synthesis while keeping the organic phase
volume constant (30 mL hexanes used for each formulation).

Table 5 Critical swelling pH and maximum volume swelling ratio for
P(AAm-co-MAA) nanoparticles synthesized with varying aqueous phase
volumes (n = 3 for each formulation)

Aqueous
phase volume
(mL)

Organic phase
hexanes
volume (mL)

Critical
swelling pH
(mean ± SEM)

Maximum volume
swelling ratio
(mean ± SD)

0.875 30 5.141 ± 0.201 1.932 ± 0.167
1.75 30 6.329 ± 0.058 2.148 ± 0.037
3.5 30 6.405 ± 0.112 1.926 ± 0.301

Fig. 9 Zeta potential measurements of the synthesized nanoparticle
formulations at pH 7.4, varying monomer identity (A), P(AAm-co-MAA)
aqueous phase volume (B), and P(AAm-co-MAA) overall batch size (C).
Values in the legend are reported as “aqueous phase volume/organic
phase hexanes volume”, both in mL; data reported as mean ± SD, n =
3–6.
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Impact of polymerization on polymer surface charge

The measured zeta potential for all formulations was negative,
as expected for anionic polymer nanoparticles. For the five for-
mulations when changing the non-ionic and ionic comonomer
identity, shown in Fig. 9A, the P(NIPAM-co-MAA) particle zeta
potential was statistically significant from all other formu-
lations (significance determined with one-way ANOVA and
Tukey’s multiple comparisons test). When varying just the
aqueous phase volume for P(AAm-co-MAA) syntheses (Fig. 9B),
the difference in average zeta potentials for 1.75 mL and
3.5 mL aqueous phase volumes was statistically significant.
This could be due to the larger particle diameter of the par-
ticles synthesized with 3.5 mL of aqueous phase. Larger par-
ticle diameter indicates larger surface area, which could
reduce the density of MAA groups near the surface, leading to
a slightly more neutral zeta potential. Finally, when scaling the
entire batch size of the synthesized P(AAm-co-MAA) particles
(Fig. 9C), there was no significant difference in average zeta
potential between the three different formulations.

Conclusions

In this work, inverse emulsion polymerization was demonstrated
as a synthesis platform for a wide range of polymeric nano-
materials. The batch size of the reaction was found to have negli-
gible impact on several key parameters for biomedical appli-
cations, including volume swelling ratio, critical swelling pH, and
MAA acid content, which suggests the system can be scaled to
large batch sizes without negatively impacting the nanoparticles.
Furthermore, the aqueous phase volume can be adjusted to tune
the hydrodynamic diameter of the resulting nanoparticles.
Finally, we demonstrated that this platform is extendable to a
wide range of possible hydrophilic comonomers, both ionizable
and non-ionizable, that can be used to impart new responsive be-
havior on the materials, such as variations in pH- and tempera-
ture-responsive compared to P(AAm-co-MAA) nanoparticles. The
stimuli-responsive behavior of the synthesized nanoparticles
could be desired in certain controlled drug delivery or regenera-
tive medicine applications. While the results of this study focused
on anionic comonomers only, future studies exploring the use of
cationic comonomers would be valuable for applications such as
biosensing or drug delivery of low pI biomacromolecules.
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